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the project to expand the capacity of the snagov site will include the construction of two 60 mw and one 50 mw unit. the construction is scheduled for 2023-2026. the contract for the supply of the steam to the plant has been awarded to edf romania in september 2019. the project will be jointly funded by edf and the romanian state. the total cost of the project is
estimated at 700 million. unit 5 is planned to come into operation in 2032. in 2017, the romanian government published a plan for the next 15 years, entitled the national energy strategy. the plan has four pillars: security of supply, sustainability, competitiveness, and efficiency and transparency. in the plan, the government identified seven priority sectors for

investment: the power sector, the water sector, the transport sector, the industrial sector, the services sector, the energy efficiency sector, and the energy system. in july 2019 the romanian government announced the cancellation of a 1.4 billion euro contract for the construction of a gas-fired power plant in baia mare, which was awarded to a consortium including
general electric, omv petrom, and aneva. the contract valued the project at approximately 1.9 billion euros, including the construction of an adjacent 11 million m3 storage facility. the government said it could not afford the project at the time, but that it would reconsider the project once it was able to borrow more money. in april 2019 the romanian government
signed a 20 billion euro power purchase agreement with a consortium of international and romanian companies for the construction of two 1,100 mw units in the danube-bucharest power line. a consortium including caniaromanii, pulsetrei, hermitage custodian, eulergas, sro-ro and strategia will build and operate the power plant in 10 years. each unit will have a

maximum of 50 mw of capacity each, and will cost approximately 60 billion lei. construction is scheduled to begin in 2020, with the first unit scheduled to be completed in 2023. the danube-bucharest project is part of an integrated electricity infrastructure plan that will also include a third unit on the black sea coast.
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nuclear technology is part of the romanian energy strategy published in july 2014. the primary objective is to reduce the reliance on expensive imported energy. another objective is to make use of romania's vast uranium reserves. romania is thus calling for investment in the research, development and demonstration of advanced nuclear technologies. the statement
also notes that romania would draw up the basic design of the nuclear power plants, would supply the equipment and would sell or lease them. in january 2018, the romanian government signed a eur4.3 billion contract with russia's rosatom to build two epr reactors at cernavoda in southern romania. construction is scheduled to start in 2023 and take 15 years, with
the first reactor to enter service by 2028 and the second by 2033. the first batch of equipment will be delivered in 2021-2022. in the period from 2012 to 2016, doum and energconarticularly, supported by the european union (eu), carried out the preparation of the eu norms. in 2016 romania received permission from the eu to proceed with the preparation of the eu

norms. in 2013, enersco was appointed by romnias government to lead the effort to raise the capacity of the national transmission system. enersco has carried out two feasibility studies, in 2015 and 2016, the results of which were published in september 2017. in november 2016, pramecloromaindicated a tender for the supply of 3x 5 mw and 2x 3 mw wind turbines
of the type mt-850. the turbines are to be installed on the rabauli wind farm project in romania. once commissioned, the rabauli wind farm project will be the first offshore wind farm in romania with a total installed capacity of 15 mw, the first offshore wind farm developed by romanians. 5ec8ef588b
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